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ABSTRACT

To date, large amounts of genomic and phenotypic

data have been accumulated in the fields of crop ge-

netics and genomic research, and the data are in-

creasing very quickly. However, the bottleneck to us-

ing big data in breeding is integrating the data and

developing tools for revealing the relationship be-

tween genotypes and phenotypes. Here, we report a

rice sub-database of an integrated omics knowledge-

base (MBKbase-rice, www.mbkbase.org/rice), which

integrates rice germplasm information, multiple ref-

erence genomes with a united set of gene loci, pop-

ulation sequencing data, phenotypic data, known al-

leles and gene expression data. In addition to basic

data search functions, MBKbase provides advanced

web tools for genotype searches at the population

level and for visually displaying the relationship be-

tween genotypes and phenotypes. Furthermore, the

database also provides online tools for comparing

two samples by their genotypes and finding target

germplasms by genotype or phenotype information,

as well as for analyzing the user submitted SNP

or sequence data to find important alleles in the

germplasm. A soybean sub-database is planned for

release in 3 months and wheat and maize will be

added in 1–2 years. The data and tools integrated

in MBKbase will facilitate research in crop functional

genomics and molecular breeding.

INTRODUCTION

Germplasm resources provide the genetic basis for crop
improvement (1). In the past, many international or-
ganizations and research centers have been engaged in
crop germplasm collection and preservation and have

generated a large amount of germplasm phenotype data
in field tests. These organizations include EURISCO-
ECPGR (www.ecpgr.cgiar.org) (2), GRIN-NGRP (www.
ars-grin.gov), NBRP (https://nbrp.jp/) (3), IRGCIS-IRRI
(http://irgcis.irri.org:81/grc/IRGCISHome.html) (4), CIM-
MYT (www.cimmyt.org), CGRIS (www.cgris.net), Genesys
(www.genesys-pgr.org) and others (5). Recently, high-
throughput phenotyping technologies have enabled the col-
lection of large-scale germplasm phenomic data under dif-
ferent experimental designs or environments (6).

Over the last decade, next generation sequencing (NGS)
technologies have deeply impacted crop breeding. NGS has
been widely used for linkage mapping, genome wide asso-
ciation studies (GWAS), marker-assisted selection (MAS),
genomic selection (GS), domestication and population
structure analysis in crops (7–12). Benefitting from the ap-
plication of these technologies, a large number of impor-
tant genes/QTLs have been mapped and cloned (10,13–
20). These genes provide abundant operational targets for
molecular design breeding and gene modification (21).
Along with reduced sequencing cost, high coverage whole-
genome sequencing (WGS) of natural crop populations
have opened the door to exploring genetic diversity among
individuals, which results in a large amount of genomic
data. More recently, single-molecule DNA sequencing of
long reads has been employed in high-quality assembly
with genomes of various sizes and levels of complexity (22–
29). These high-quality genomes are very important for
expanding variant calling, which makes it possible to ob-
tain all alleles of all genes in WGS populations using high-
throughput methods. For efficient usage, those public raw
datasets need to be integrated into a big data platformwhere
functional associations between heterogeneous datasets can
be explored further.More importantly, the central challenge
of integration is to establish genotype to phenotype (G2P)
links and develop a user-friendly and highly flexible web
tool for data visualization and mining.
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Here, we describe an integrated omics knowledgebase for
molecular breeding (MBKbase, www.mbkbase.org), specif-
ically the rice sub-database, which integrates multiple ref-
erence genomes, population WGS data, germplasm infor-
mation, phenotype, known genes and RNA-seq data. A
soybean sub-database will be released in 3 months and
wheat and maize will be added later. MBKbase aims to
integrate multiple high-quality reference genomes, and re-
veal the relationship among germplasm, phenotype and
genotype by providing genotypes for each gene locus and
their associated phenotypes in a population. In this re-
spect, MBKbase is very different from other breeding data
management systems, such as GOBII (http://gobiiproject.
org), NRSP10 (www.nrsp10.org), and AgBioData (www.
agbiodata.org) (30) projects, as well as those mainly focus-
ing on nucleotide variants such as GVM (31), RiceVarMap
(32), and SNP-Seek (33), or the genomic or comparative ge-
nomic databases such as Ensembl (34) and Gramene (35).

MBKbase is designed formulti-species datamanagement
and display. Each species will share the same functional
framework but have an independent set of databases, web
home page and a set of menu items to go to subcategories
or modules (Figure 1). The basic architecture of MBKbase
consists of an Apache web server, MongoDB NoSQL data
management system, Pyramid web framework, Beaker web
library and JQuery library. By using multiple application
servers, distributed databases and efficient database struc-
ture for standardized data storage, as well as a data caching
function in middleware, MBKbase ensures high-speed data
access, integration analysis and visualization. We adopt a
modular approach for front-end web development, which
allows multiple types of data to be associated flexibly and
displayed in various combinations on different web pages
(Figure 1).
The Asian cultivated rice (Oryza sativa L.) is one of

the most important crops, and the accumulated data re-
lated to rice population genomics is also the most abundant
among all crops. Because of this, we first developed the sub-
database for rice (http://www.mbkbase.org/rice) and only
describe the rice data in this publication. Asian rice consists
of two subspecies, indica and japonica, with high-quality
reference genomes of the japonica rice Nipponbare (Nip)
and the indica rice Shuhui498 (R498) having been released
(22,36). R498 is more useful than Nip as a reference for
mapping sequences of indica rice, which consists of more
varieties than japonica rice and has more genetic diversity.
Therefore, besides Nip, we also provide genomic variation
based on the R498 reference genome, which is not found in
any other databases. In addition, we provide a unified set of
gene loci as a pan-genome based on the annotations on both
Nip and R498 genomes. We collected publicly available rice
germplasm information, population WGS data and pheno-
type data (Table 1 and Supplementary Tables S1–3). In par-
ticular, the data include >1000 Chinese rice accessions with
both WGS data and phenotype data not available in other
databases, which have been deposited into BIG-BioProject
for download. MBKbase will continue to integrate all pub-
lishedWGSprojects, phenomic data, known genes and pub-
lished data related to molecular breeding to develop ad-
vanced analytical and datamining tools, as well as addmore
crop species.

TOP-LEVEL DATABASE MODULES

MBKbase is divided into several different top-level modules
for organizing various data types and applications (Figure
1). For each data module, we provide a data description and
basic search functions as described below.

(i) The Germplasm module (www.mbkbase.org/rice/
germplasm) provides basic information for rice
germplasm collections as well as links to other related
information of each germplasm such as genotype or
phenotype. Germplasm can be searched by name or
ID, which supports regular expressions. A germplasm
can either have an associated sequence or not. Because
a cultivar or an accession sharing the same germplasm
name may have different origins, we assign a different
sample ID to each instance of the same germplasm
which is associated with WGS data or other omics
data. The rice data include 7010 samples with WGS
data, and 137 769 germplasms for reference purposes.

(ii) The Phenotype module (www.mbkbase.org/rice/
phenotype) provides information on traits and phe-
notypes of a germplasm or a sample. Phenotype can
be searched by trait symbol or name or browsed
by trait class. We used standard terms for trait de-
scription and phenotype classification when they
were available. The standard terms come from the
standard evaluation system for Rice (37), the Chinese
Crop Germplasm Information System (CGRIS,
www.cgris.net/cgris english.html) and Plant Trait On-
tology (TO) (38). Due to complexity and inconsistency
of trait terms in real data, we roughly classified the
rice phenotypes into five top-level classes. The trait
classes were further divided into subclasses manually
based on the TO terms. We will update the trait defi-
nitions, classifications and phenotypes continually in
MBKbase and connect the phenotype data explicitly
to TO accessions in the future. The phenotype data
in MBKbase come from two different sources: (a)
evaluation data from resource databases or books for
general descriptions of germplasms or cultivars that
are not necessarily sequenced or genotyped, and (b)
population phenotypes collected for GWAS along
with sequences or genotypes. The distribution of
phenotype values can be found in the trait detail page
(Supplementary Figure S1). The rice data include
122 traits with phenotype data for WGS samples
and 130 traits with phenotype data for un-sequenced
germplasms.

(iii) The Genotype module (www.mbkbase.org/rice/
genotype) provides genotype information of all se-
quenced germplasms or samples. The WGS data
come from published projects that were collected
from NCBI-SRA (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra) and
BIG-BioProject (https://bigd.big.ac.cn/bioproject/).
Sequence variation including both single-nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) and insertions-deletions
(indels) in MBKbase are called based on multiple
reference genomes. The WGS data were mapped to
reference genomes using the BWA-MEM (39) tool,
multiple mapping reads filtered using samtools (v1.8)
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Figure 1. Schematic of data, page and function modules in MKBbase. Each data module has many linked pages and functional units for displaying the
information related to the module, as exemplified by the Germplasm module in the figure.

Table 1. The summary of rice data in MBKbase

Phenotype

Total num With pedigree With source locations Traits Value Num

Germplasm 137 769 24 462 134 626 130 4 786 640
WGS sample 7010 1153 6351 122 207 158

Named Gene num Trait gene num Verified alleles num
Known genes 13 219 4821 91

Run num Tissue Stage or tissue
RNA-seq 175 20 45

MBK Allele Num SNP num (AF ≥ 0.01) Indel num (AF > 0.005)
Reference Nip 51 722 14 850 931 2 250 804

R498 54 973 13 278 107 2 387 538

(40) and SNPs and indels are called using the GATK
(v3.8) UnifiedGenotyper (41) tool. We define gene
locus as a conceptual gene to hold multiple alleles
in both reference genomes and WGS populations.
Currently the rice data include 51 722 gene alleles, 14
850 931 SNPs and 2 250 804 short indels based on
Nip; and 54 973 alleles, 13 278,107 SNPs and 2 387
538 short indels based on R498. Most of the loci in
rice contain the alleles of both Nip and R498, which
can be found with a locus search. Genotype can be
searched at a locus or a set of user-selected positions.
Many functions and tools are provided based on
genotypes in MBKbase and they are further described
below.

(iv) The KnownGene module (www.mbkbase.org/rice/
knownGene) provides information on functionally an-
notated genes and experimentally verified alleles. The
module supports gene search by symbol, name or re-
lated traits, and provides gene browsing by trait cat-
egories. Currently there are 13 219 rice genes with
assigned symbols and functional annotations down-
loaded from Q-TARO, GenBank, funRiceGenes and
Oryzabase. Particularly, 63 experimental rice genes
with verified variation sites were curated from the liter-
ature and associated with their corresponding pheno-
types in populations.

(v) The Population module (www.mbkbase.org/rice/
population) provides information on the collected
WGS populations and their phylogenetic trees. Most
of the rice populations were collected from external
data sources and one was from an internally sequenced

population. A germplasm sample can be searched to
show its position in the tree with its closely related
germplasms/samples. Clicking on a node in the tree
will show a sub-tree structure of nodes, and the
geographic distribution of the germplasm/samples is
also displayed (Supplementary Figure S2).

UNITED GENE SET AS PAN-GENOME

A pan-genome consists of the genes of all individuals in a
species. In MBKbase, we defined the concept of a virtual
locus corresponding to a gene in a pan-genome based on
reference genomes only. The genes from multiple reference
genomes are united into a single gene set consisting of vir-
tual loci. A locus can contain a single allele if the gene is
present in only one reference genome, or multiple alleles
if these alleles are in a collinear position in multiple refer-
ence genomes. From Nip and R498, there are a total of 95
325 loci at present. For example, under locus OsG00067204
(Figure 2A), there are alleles from both Nip (with multiple
annotations based on different annotation methods) and
R498. The different gene annotation sets are usually com-
plementary to each other, providing more useful genes than
a single annotation. As more reference genomes are added
in MBKbase, the locus set will also be expanded with more
loci as well as more alleles.

GENOTYPES IN MBKBASE

Genotype is one of the key concepts in MBKbase on which
many applications are built. We define a genotype to be a
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Figure 2. An example of a locus page showing multiple types of information associated with the locus. Rice gene GS5 controlling grain size is on locus
OsG00067204. (A) Two reference genomes contain different alleles at the locus. (B) Genotype table showing all genotypes in the rice population, with
reference genome positions in the first row of the table and reference bases in the second row. Genotype IDs are enumerated from T1 as the most frequent
genotype (allele or haplotype for homozygous genome). ‘0’ indicates that the genotype at this position is the same as in the reference genome. Capitalized
bases indicate homozygous variants, lowercase bases indicate heterozygous variants and ‘-’ indicates missing information. In the REF row, the letter ‘N’
represents a short insertion in the reference genome compared with some other samples. In the GT row, the ‘N’ represents insertion of bases in the samples
compared with the reference genome. (C) Distribution of each genotype (allele) in a rice population. For example, the majority of genotype (allele) T1
is found in temperate japonica lines (1251 out of 1769). (D) Boxplot showing the relationship between genotypes and phenotypes. The phenotype can be
selected by users from all collected traits in the database. In this case, the locus OsG0067204 is known to be associated with grain width (GW) traits. (E)
Expression profile at the locus in different reference genomes in different tissues.

group of SNPs and short indels, which are either adjacent
or non-adjacent on a chromosome.A genotype is equivalent
to a haplotype when the identified SNP and indel are ho-
mozygous in a genome. We define four types of genotypes:
(i) positional genotype at a single SNP or indel position, (ii)
locus genotype at a gene locus (i.e. an allele in a homozygous
genome) (Figure 2), (iii) customized genotype for a group

of user-selected SNPs and indels at any positions through-
out the genome (Supplementary Figure S3) and (iv) window
genotype for a group of core SNPs and indels in 20-kb win-
dows. We developed a set of web tools for searching and
displaying genotypes.
A genotype can be the same as or different from the ref-

erence sequence. The genotypes based on WGS data of a
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population are affected by twomajor factors: variation type
and variation number, which are further influenced bymany
factors, such as the size of the population, the length of se-
lected chromosomal regions, the allele frequency, missing
allele frequency, sequencing depth and mapping quality. In
the customized genotype page, all related parameters can be
customized by users (Supplementary Figure S3). This func-
tion is useful for users to examine the type of variations in
a set of target genome regions in a subpopulation.

INTEGRATION OF MULTI-OMICS DATA

In MBKbase, we used known genes controlling important
agronomic traits as a bridge between genotype and phe-
notype. The experimentally verified functional alleles con-
trolling phenotypic traits were manually annotated with
trait class and description. In the locus genotype or cus-
tom genotype query page, all genotypes are listed in one
genotype table. Samples with the same genotype are merged
and assigned a genotype ID and sorted according to the
number of samples sharing a genotype in descending order
(Figure 2B). This provides a convenient base for revealing
the relationship among germplasm, genotypes and pheno-
types. The percent of ecotype or originating country of each
genotype are displayed in a separate panel (Figure 2C), with
the boxplots of G2P relationships generated online (Fig-
ure 2D). Users can choose which phenotype is associated
for display with the genotypes based on their knowledge of
known genes or variation. The phenotypes directly associ-
ated with genotypes in published GWAS projects are used
for default plotting. If this type of phenotype value is miss-
ing, other phenotype data under the same germplasm name
will be retrieved automatically for comparison purpose.
In the genotype table, clicking any of the genotype IDs in

the first column (GT ID) leads to the genotype detail page,
which contains the sample information list, the sample geo-
graphical distribution and the traits with phenotypic value
(Supplementary Figure S4). If the chromosomal region of
the genotype contains genes, each gene’s mRNA expression
profile is also shown in the expression panel (Figure 2E).

ADVANCED GENOTYPE-BASED FUNCTIONS

Weprovide several advanced data analytical ormining tools
that are based on genotypes. They are described as follows.

Germplasm search

MBKbase provides advanced search methods for
germplasm by genotype or by sequence. In the former
case, a user can set up logical queries using a different com-
bination of positional genotypes to identify the germplasm
containing the genotypes. For example, a user can set
up the following logical query: (Chr1:11663:CCA and
Chr1:26254:T) and (Chr2:30096330:A or Chr6:1767006:G)
(Figure 3A), to find and display all germplasms passing the
filter. Clicking the filtered germplasm number will display
the germplasm information and their geographical distri-
bution in a result table and Google Maps. A known allele
can also be used to search for germplasm that contains the
allele. In the latter case, a user can submit a short DNA

sequence as a query and find out which germplasms contain
the same DNA sequence. For example, 142 germplasms
were found that contain the same sequence as BD295334.1
(Figure 3B).

Germplasm comparison

A user can compare two samples in MBKbase to show the
genetic variations between them at the chromosome level
(Figure 3C) to find out how similar they are. Furthermore,
global comparisons between three samples are also avail-
able for comparing breeding parents and offspring to iden-
tify the chromosomal segments of the offspring from each
of its parents. In the genotype home page of MBKbase,
clicking the ‘sample compare’ link will open the variant
genotype comparison home page and clicking the ‘pedigree
compare’ link will enter the pedigree genotype comparison
home page.

Analyzing user submitted WGS data

A user can submit WGS data of germplasm samples to
MBKbase for genotype identification. After submission of
WGS data, they will be processed in real time and the result-
ing known alleles identified in the samples are displayed in
the sample detail page (Figure 3D).MBKbase also supports
offline batch uploading of private raw data ofWGS samples
and phenotypes, and the private data can be combined with
published project data for analysis and visualization. Users
can decide when to share the private data.

Variant annotation

We developed an annotation tool for adding experimen-
tally verified functional annotations to a sequence variant
such as an SNP or an indel. In the custom genotyping
page, for any gene, its structure, reference protein sequence
and genotype protein sequence are displayed (Figure 3E).
Users can select the gene model by clicking an mRNA ID
in the gene structure panel, and the corresponding protein
sequence will be automatically generated and displayed in
the sequence panel. In the same way, users can select a
genotype by clicking a genotype row in the genotype ta-
ble, and the corresponding DNA and protein sequence will
be displayed. Note that the protein sequence of the geno-
type (haplotype) comes from the resulting sequence with all
the variants in the query region, including SNPs and indels.
Users can click on a variant in the genotype table, which
pops up a variant annotation page. If this variant has been
annotated, the variant font is marked in red, as shown at
position 30 315 214 bp (Figure 3E). This provides a con-
venient way to manually update functional annotations as
more and more genes are cloned.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Here, we report MBKbase, specifically the rice sub-
database, for integrating germplasm information andmulti-
omics data to support functional genomics and molecu-
lar breeding in rice. We did not describe all features avail-
able in the database here. Users can go to tutorials on the
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Figure 3. Advanced functions based on genotype. (A) Advanced germplasm query by genotype (GT), the options in the drop-down list of genotype source
include position GT, Locus GT and Verified GT. Users can set up complex logical queries by selecting different combinations of variants. In this example,
177 samples passed the filter with the same genotype. (B) Advanced germplasm query by sequence. Users can submit a genome sequence and identify
the germplasms containing the sequence. (C) Comparison of two germplasm samples (A and B) based on Locus GT. X-axis: window position along the
chromosome; Y-axis: locus number in the window, positive for sample A, negative for sample B. A red line represents the number of identical genotypes
between A and B. A green line represents the number of specific genotypes of sample A. A teal line represents the number of specific genotypes of sample
B. A purple line represents the number of missing or low frequency genotypes (containing sample number <10). (D) Identification of the known alleles in
a WGS sample. This can be used for WGS samples either stored in the database or submitted by users through the web interface. (E) Tools for viewing the
effect of variation. Clicking on any variation in a reference row of genotype table, for example, clicking ‘T’ (at position 30,315,214 bp) in the example will
result in the sequence view panel automatically jumping to the corresponding position. As shown, this mutation results in the substitution of amino acids
(K→M).
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MBKbase website (www.mbkbase.org/rice/help) for more
information. Starting with the rice sub-database, we have
completed the development of the functional framework
and database structure of MBKbase. We have also devel-
oped a set of pipelines for genotype construction, making
it possible to achieve online integration analysis and visu-
alizations of genotype and phenotype. As population ge-
nomic and phenotypic data become available in other crops,
they will be incorporated into MBKbase as independent
sub-databases. Our next released crop is soybean, which
will be available in 3 months. The database will be contin-
ually updated by adding more reference genomes (such as
those from (42)) with an expanded pan-genome, as well as
the increasing publicly available WGS data (such as from
(43)) and high-throughput phenomic data. We will also add
more annotations of experimentally verified alleles and trait
ontology terms to improve the annotation of phenotypes;
more connections to external databases such as Gramene
Pathways; and more web tools to support molecular design
breeding based on known gene networks and large-scale
G2P associations and prediction models for major agro-
nomic traits.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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